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This paper presents an assessment on a friction-slip connection for moment frames
with continuous beams based on the current detail. It also proposes a new con-
figuration for rigid connections in moment frames with continuous beams, which
can be developed as a friction-slip connection. In conventional moment frames,
beams are placed between two adjacent columns and connected to the column
flanges faces. However, in moment frames with continuous beams, two beams are
continuously passed next to the column. In the existing practice for connections in
these frames, two vertical connection plates placed on column flanges, and the
beams are connecting to these plates via their wings. In the mentioned detail, it was
assumed that the load transfers with in-plane action between connection plates
and column; therefore, the design force is pure shear, and based on the design
procedure, it should have been able to be developed for a friction-slip connection.
However, the results showed that the out-of-plane action of RPLs could be sig-
nificant; although this action provides extra capacity in moment connections, it
is not desirable in friction connections due to changes in the developed forces
in pretension bolts. Based on this action, a locking occurs, which changes the
performance of the connection considerably. As an alternative to this detail, a new
configuration is proposed in this paper, which can also be used as a friction-slip
connection and provides a friction connection in moment frames with continuous
beams. In new detail, by eliminating the effect of connection plate thickness, the
friction joint works as expected. Thus, instead of the plastic behavior of structural
elements, these friction joints can be used as an energy-dissipating system.
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ABSTRACT

1. Introduction

Khorjini connections were a common beam to
column connection in Iran for steel framing systems.
In this system, two continuous beams pass next to
the column, connecting to the column side using seated
brackets.

Unfortunately, the seismic performance of these
connections in the Manjil earthquake in 1990 was not
acceptable, and many damages were observed in
steel structures, especially their connections during
that earthquake. The seismic behavior of these
connections was studied after the earthquake, and

some of its weak points were recognized [1-3].
Mirghaderi and Dehghani Renani [4] presented a new
detail for moment connections in this system. In this
detail, the weak points of the common Khorjini
connections were eliminated, and the test results
showed that this detail has an acceptable seismic
performance. In the mentioned detail, the two
continuous beams are connecting to the column via
two vertical plates called RPL. These connection
plates are welded to the column flange faces,
and they also welded to beams' webs and flanges.
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Figure (1) shows the view of their proposed con-
nection; the load pass, which was determined for
this connection, is shown in Figure (2).

As shown in Figure (2), where the RPLs' wings
connecting to the flanges of the beams work as
vertical supports for the beams, so the applied
moment and shear force in the beams transfer to the
column as the reaction of these vertical supports [4].

Some experimental tests were performed on
three specimens with similar details of Figure (1).
Moreover, some analytical studies were done [6].
The results showed that the connection with these
details has enough stiffness and strength to be
categorized as rigid connections.

There are some advantages in moment frames
with continuous beams in comparison with con-
ventional moment frames which make their usage
attractive. Here are some of their advantages:
- An extra resistant against both gravity and

seismic loads due to the continuity of beams
- Switching the panel zone from column web to

beams' webs.
- Contrary to conventional moment frames, con-

tinuity plates are exposed in these connections,

Figure 1. Rigid connection detail in moment frames with con-
tinuous beams (based on [4]).

Figure 2. Load pass [5].

and this makes the welding process easier,
especially in built-up box columns.

- Unlike the conventional moment connections in
these connections, shear and moment forces are
transferred simultaneously, and only one detail
will be designed for them.
In conventional lateral resisting systems, usually,

the ductility is provided by energy dissipation due
to structural damages, such as the formation of
plastic hinges in beams in moment frames and
yield (or buckling) of braces in braced frames. The
structural damages due to earthquakes may be
unrepairable or costing a lot for being repaired,
which means that after a severe earthquake, the
structure might not be able to be used anymore [7].
Therefore, by developing the performance-based
approach in design methods, eliminating the damage
from structural elements has received more atten-
tion. In order to remove structural damages due to
the energy dissipation, it is necessary to provide a
replaceable source of energy dissipation for struct-
ures. Different sources of energy dissipations are
used these days, and friction is one of the most
common of them, which is used in many studies
[8-13].

A friction assessment is done by Grondin et
al. [14] for AISC about friction issues. In this assess-
ment, the results of experiments from 1954 until
2007 were used. The results of this study say that
the contact area [15], steel grade [16], and holes
shapes and size [17] have not significant effect on
the static friction coefficient.

Garigorian and Popov [18] assessed the energy
dissipation capacity for slotted bolt connections
(SBC). They assessed two types of connections
with steel- steel and steel-brass contact surfaces.
They showed that the steel-brass contact area
provides desirable friction characteristics. They also
used Belleville washers in order to reduce the
change in bolts pretension load. .

Shahini et al. [9] developed a friction-slip mech-
anism for connections in cold-formed steel moment
frames .

They used two square (SB) and circular (CB)
arrangements of bolts for four beam section types
and compared the results for connections with or
without slip. The results showed that the circular
arrangement of bolts has desirable performance and
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no significant contradictions observed in load
distribution between bolts and the center of rotation
with the design assumptions. Although the CB
arrangement provided desirable performance, the
SB arrangement had a delay of up to 30% in ac-
tivation of group slip, which was not acceptable.
They also mentioned that the slip occurrence
provides more ductility and dissipate more energy
(up to 75%) in comparison with bolt connections
with no slippage. Figure (3) shows their assessed
connection, bolts' arrangements, and beams types.

This paper presents a study on friction-slip
connections for moment frames with continuous
beams. Despite the conventional systems with
rigid connections, in systems with friction-slip
joints, the energy could be dissipated by friction,
which means that there would be no structural
damage in systems for this purpose.

Some assessments were performed on the fric-
tion-slip connection for current moment connection
detail in these frames. The effect of pretension
loads, friction coefficient, and beam stiffness in
comparison with the stiffness of RPL are considered;
unlike the expectations, the mentioned detail did
not provide a pleasant friction performance because
of the out-of-plane action of RPLs, so an alternative
connection is proposed. Results of the rigid-welded
connection with the new proposed configuration
under cyclic load are compared with the results of
the existing detail. After assuring the similarity of
their behavior, the friction-slip connection with the
new configuration is assessed. The effect of the
pretension load, friction coefficient, and design
moment is studied for this detail. As it was expec-
ted, the results showed that this new proposed

Figure 3. CFS joints with SB and CB bolting and F, S, S*, and C
types of beam sections [9].

connection has excellent and acceptable friction
performance. It has considerable energy dissipation
capacity in comparison with the corresponding
rigid connection.

2. Finite Element Model
2.1. Verification

This study is focused on two subjects, friction
and moment frames with continuous beams; there-
fore, the analytical models' verification is done in
two parts. Both verification models are with solid
parts in ABAQUS [19].

A rigid connection for moment frames with
continuous beams is modeled based on the second
specimen in [4]. The parameters of materials are
based on the coupon test for the mentioned ex-
perimental specimen, and Figure (4) shows the
considered material behavior diagram in software;
the hardening of materials is considered combined
with the half-cycle type. Lateral supports for beams
and boundary conditions are similar to the mentioned
experimental specimen. The SAC protocol, based
on Figure (5), is applied on top of the column.

Figure 5. SAC loading protocol [20].

Figure 4. The considered shape of the material behavior chart
in the ABAQUS.
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A self-center friction connection is modeled
based on the second specimen in [21]. The boundary
conditions are defined similar to the mentioned
specimen, and the lateral load was applied to the
beam's end. The material is defined in the elastic
form in ABAQUS because no plastic behavior was
observed in the experimental result. The bolts are
modeled with the solid parts. The bolts' rods, heads,
nuts, and washers are merged. The pretension
load is applied with the "Bolt Load" option of
ABAQUS in the first step. The comparison bet-
ween the analytical and experimental results for
both models is shown in Figure (6).

2.2. Assessed Models Specifications

All models are assessed in ABAQUS with 3D,
solid, deformable parts. The elements mesh types
are C3D8R and C3D6, and the material definition
is similar to which explained in section 3.1. The
other modeling parameters are as follow:

Figure 6. The verification of analytical results of the (a) Rigid-
welded connection based on [4], and (b) Self-center friction
connection based on [21].

2.2.1. Steps and Loads

In rigid-welded models, only one step, Lateral step,
with general static type, is defined after the initial
step. The lateral displacement is applied to the top of
the column at this step.

Bolted connection models are similar to rigid
ones with an extra dynamic implicit type step, Bolt
load step, before the Lateral step. The pretension
loads of bolts are applied in the Bolt load step with
the "Bolt load" option of ABAQUS, and in a quasi-
static way to eliminate the effects of load appliance
speed.

2.2.2. Boundary Conditions

A rigid plate is tied to beams' and column's webs
at the end of them. Boundary conditions and external
lateral loads are applied to the center of these
plates' external faces. Vertical plates are coupling
the beam sections and providing lateral support for
them. Figure (7) shows boundary conditions for all
assessed models; connection plates are not shown in
this figure.

2.2.3. Interactions

In welded connections, the fillet welds are
modeled, and their elements are tied to structural
parts; groove welds are modeled with the tie inter-
action. In bolted connections in addition to existing
welds, two interactions from contact type are defined:
the Normal interaction, and the Friction interaction.
Table (1) shows the specification of each inter-
action. Table (2) shows the corresponding area of
each interaction.

Figure 7. Boundary conditions in all assessed models.
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Table 1. Contact interaction types for bolted models.

Table 2. Contact interaction area for bolted models.

Figure 8. View of the assessed friction-slip connection with current detail.

Table 3. Structural elements' geometric parameters.

3. Friction-Slip Connection with the Current
Detail

A three-story prototype building is designed
with moment frames with continuous beams; the
configuration of this prototype building is similar to
one of the SAC's [22]. A sub-assemblage of this
designed building is assessed analytically with
ABAQUS. Some parametric studies are done on
connection plates, beams size, and friction conditions.

As it is shown in Figure (2), the connection with
current practice is designed for pure shear between
column and R-Plate; therefore, in order to have a
friction-slip connection for this detail, the welds

which connect R-Plates to the column are replaced
by pretension bolts. Standard holes are considered
on R-Plates and slotted holes on the column. The
bolts are designed for shear at which the slip
occurrence is assumed. In friction-slip connections,
the slip occurrence is prior to the formation of
plastic hinges in beams. Therefore, the demand for
the friction connection is smaller than the demand
in the corresponding rigid connection. The assessed
friction connection is shown in Figure (8). The
friction parameters are based on [12].

Eight models are assessed, their specifications
are shown in Tables (3) to (5), and the parameters
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for RPLs are based on Figure (9).
First of all, models 1, 1a, and 1b are assessed

to assure the correctness of design procedure as-
sumptions; because of the equality of the friction
force of the connection design, which is correspon-
ding to the connection shear, it was expected that
the results are similar. Contrary to expectations, the
results showed that the frictional behavior of these
three models is different. The normal force between
column and R-Plate, which is initially provided by
the pretension load of bolts (nb ×Tb), does not
remain constant during displacement appliance. As
presented in Figure (10), by increasing the amount
of this load, the motion threshold friction force
increases with the ratio of µ, so the slip occurrence
is postponed. The locking occurs between R-
Plates and column, which restricts the amount of
slip, and as a result of that, the plastic behavior of
structural elements is probable. By increasing the
bolts' pretension load, the change in Normal force

Table 4. Main models' specifications.

Table 5. Other models' specifications. decreases.
The above results show that in the existing detail

since the Normal force changes from its initial
amount, the friction force is not calculated based

on 
1

bn

bi
i

T
=

×µ∑ , and this otherness from the design

assumptions changes the behavior of the friction
connection in an unpleasant way. In order to find
the reason for this contradiction, the rest of the
models, defined in Table (4), are assessed.

The Normal and Friction forces of these models
in the contact area are shown in Figures (11) and (12).

In models 4-6 (group 2) the increase in the R-
Plate thickness leads to an increase in the Normal
force in the contact area. In the model with 20 mm
thickness, this increase is about 4.7%; in the model
with 35 mm thickness, it is about 5.7%, and in the
model with 50 mm thickness, this increase is about
5.9%,
Figure 12. Unlike the models 4-6, no considerable
change is observed in Normal force of models 1
and 2, since no slippage occurred in model 3, it
is excluded from the assessment of friction pa-
rameters.

Figure (13) shows the Von Mises stress dis-
tribution in webs of the column and beams (in the
panel zone) for models of group 1 (1-3).

In models 1 and 2, the increase in R-Plate thick-
ness leads to an increase in the stress of beams' and
column's webs. In model 3, no slippage observed, so
the distribution of stress is similar to rigid connec-
tions (Figure 13).

The Von-Mises stress and Equivalent plastic
strain distribution in webs of the column and beams
(in the panel zone) for models of group 2 (4-6) are
presented in Figures (14) and (15), respectively.

Based on the results for models 4-6, an increase
in R-Plate thickness will increase the potential of
panel zone formation in the web of the column. InFigure 9. R-Plate shape and geometric parameters.
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Figure 10. The Normal and Friction force in whole, top, center, and bottom of the left contact area based on drift.

the model 6 (thin R-Plate) the stress level in the
web of the column is lower than in beams; but in
the model 4 the stress level in the web of the
column is higher than in beams, and in the model 5
(thick R-Plate) not only the stress in the web of
the column is higher but also the plastic behavior is
observed in this area (Figures 14 and 15).

3.1. Moment Assessment in Friction Connection

In order to find the reason for observed contradic-
tions, an assessment on connection moment for all
models is done. Figure (16) presents the assumed
free diagram for the connection. Based on this
diagram, the moment relations are presented in
Equation (1).
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Figure 11. Normal and Friction force due to pretension bolts in whole, top, center, and bottom part of the contact area for models of
group 1 based on the drift.

Equation (1) is not satisfied for all models; some
Normal components are observed in the top and
bottom of the contact area between RPLs, and the
column. Thus the actual free diagram of the con-
nection based on the results and observations is
presented in Figure (17). The modified moment
relation based on this free diagram is presented in
Equation (2).

'

4 2 3 1( )
2

beam Col

connection out of plane

M M

h
M M F F F F

= =

+ = α + + + ×
 
 
 

      (2)

The results and summary of assessments are
shown in Table (6). As it is shown, in each group by
increasing the R-Plate thickness, the amount of α,
and the difference between occurred and expected
slip are increased.

3.2. Observations

- In models 4, 5 and 6 (group 2) the increase in the
R-Plate thickness leads to increase in the Normal
force in the contact area; in model with 20 mm
thickness this increase is about 4.7%, in the
model with 35 mm thickness it is about 5.7%,
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Figure 12. Normal and Friction force due to pretension bolts in whole, top, center, and bottom part of the contact area for models of
group 2 based on the drift.

Figure 13. Mises distribution in webs of the column and beams for pushover analysis up to 4 or 8%, for models 1 to 3.

Figure 14. Mises distribution in webs of the column and beams for pushover analysis up to 4% for models 4 to 6.
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Figure 15. Equivalent plastic strain distribution in webs of the column and beams for pushover analysis up to 4% for models 4 to 6.

Figure 16. The assumed free diagram of the connection. Figure 17. The actual free diagram of the connection.

Table 6. Summary of results for six assessed models.

and in the model with 50 mm thickness, this in
crease is about 5.9% (Figure 12)

- Figure (12). Unlike models 4-6, no considerable
change is observed in the Normal force of models
1 and 2 (since no slippage occurred in the model
3; it is excluded from the assessment of friction
parameters) (Figure 11).
Based on the results for the models 4, 5, and 6,
an increase in R-Plate thickness will increase
the potential of panel zone formation in the
column's web. In the model 6 (thinner R-Plate)
the stress level in column web is lower than
beams', but in the model 4 the stress level in
column's web is higher than beams' and in the
model 5 (thicker R-Plate) not only the stress in
column's web is higher but also the plastic

behavior is observed in this area (Figures 13
and 14). In models 1 and 2, the increase in R-
Plate thickness leads to an increase in the stress
of beams' and the column's webs, but in com-
parison with group 2 this change is small, and
the demand in beams' webs is higher than
columns. In model 3, no slippage observed, so the
distribution of stress is similar to rigid connections
Figure (13).

- Occurred slips in models are lower than expected,
especially in models 1 and 2 (no slippage observed
in model 3).

- By increasing the R-Plate thickness, more
extensive areas of connections will become
plastic; in model 5, a large part of the flanges
and the webs of the beams are in plastic form.
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4. New Configuration for Connections

In order to eliminate the out-of-plane action of
connection plates, the new configuration is proposed
in Figure (18). The results show that the rigid con-
nection with this configuration (Figure 18-a) works
similarly to the rigid connection with the existing de-
tail. As it is shown in Figure (18), in this detail, the
webs of the beams are connected to the column's
flanges via one or two circular connection plates
(these plates can be part of a circle; based on the

Figure 20. The new detail of the rigid welded connection with finite element mesh.

Figure 19. The new detail of the rigid welded connection with finite element mesh.

Figure 18. View of the new proposed.

required number of bolts or welds length) at each
side of the connection, PL1 (and PL2). In rigid-welded
connections, the beams' webs and flanges and also
the column flanges are connected to PL1 (Figure 18-
a) and in bolted connections, the two connection
plates, PL1 and PL2, are connecting by the circular
arrangement of bolts (Figure 18-b); PL1 is welded to
the beam's web and flanges, and PL2 is welded to
the column's flanges. For executive consideration,
PL2 should be the same size or smaller than PL1.

4.1. Verification of the Rigid-Welded Connection

The comparison of the new and the existing detail
is made for rigid-welded connections. The structural
elements of the existing detail are similar to model 1
presented in Table (3), with the 30 mm RPL and
15 mm doubler plate (Figure 19). The view of the
assessed welded connection with the new con-
figuration is shown in Figure (20).

In connection with the new practice, the column
and beams are based on Table (3), and other
geometric parameters of elements are shown in
Table (7). The connection plate is strengthening the
panel zone, so there is no need for a doubler plate in
this specimen.
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The equivalent plastic distribution in both models
is similar (Figure 21), and plastic hinges are formed
in beams.

As it is shown in Figure (22), the stress distri-
bution in beams and column webs in the connection

Table 7. Geometric parameters of structural elements for rigid welded connection with the new practice.

Figure 22. Mises distribution in webs of the column and beams for pushover analysis up to 8%.

Figure 21. The equivalent plastic strain for rigid-welded connections for pushover analysis up to 8% drift.

area show that in both details, the potential of the
panel zone formation is in the webs of the beams.

The hysteresis responses of the welded con-
nection with both existing and new configurations,
which are almost the same, are shown in Figure (23).

Figure 23. Comparison between the base shear-drift responses of the existing and the new detail of the rigid welded connection
in moment frames with continuous beams
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4.2. Friction-Slip Connection

After assuring the similar results of the new
rigid-welded connection with the current one in
moment frames with continuous beams, the bolted
connection with slotted holes is assessed. The con-
nection design can be divided into five parts:
- The connection between PL1 and PL2 (bolts);
- The connection between PL1 and beam (weld1

and weld3);
- The connection between PL2 and column

(weld2),;
- The connection plates' thickness;
- Shear control of panel zone.

4.2.1. Bolt's Design

The pretension bolts provide moment and shear
resistance of the joint via friction performance.
The size and the pretension load of bolts will be
designed for connection moment, Mconnecti on/sli p,
Equation (3); the sufficiency of this design will be
checked by considering the effect of shear force in
reducing the moment capacity of the connection.
Two simplified assumptions are considered here, the
equal contribution of bolts to the design shear and
simultaneous slip of them despite the shear effects.
Figure (24) shows the connection plates and bolts
circular arrangements.

/ max( , 2 )connection slip connection frame designM M M= β            (3)

4.2.2. Connection Plates

Connection plates and weld lines are shown in
Figure (25). Weld1 will transfer the connection
moment, Mconnection/slip, from beam to PL1, and Weld3
will transfer the shear, Vdes/ha lf/slip (Equation 4);
therefore, they will be designed for moment and
shear, respectively. Weld2 will be designed for the

Figure 24. The connection plates and bolts- friction force due to
their pretension load.

Figure 25. Geometric details of the connection plates.

connection moment and a  ''
'

n
n

 portion of the con-

nection shear based on Figure (26).

/ / /max( , )des half slip des half frame designV V V= β                    (4)

In addition to the welds sizes criterion, the shear
demand on connection plates plays a role in deter-
mining their thickness. Based on the Vdes/ha lf/slip,
yield and rupture of plates should be controlled.

4.2.3. Panel Zone

In friction connections, it is assumed that the
slippage will occur prior to plastic hinge formation
in beams, so there is no need to control the panel
zone; unless in high drifts which bolts will reach
to the holes' edges. However, in rigid-welded
connections, the control of the panel zone is neces-
sary. Similar to the existing detail for rigid-welded
connections in moment frames with continuous
beams, the potential of panel zone formation is in
webs of the beams here. Weld1 and weld2 are speci-
fying the panel zone area (Fgure 27).

The panel zone thickness will be calculated by
the summation of the beam web and the connection
plate thicknesses.

Figure 26. The geometric details of PL2.
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4.2.4. Friction- Slip Connection Models

The friction-slip connection based on the new
configuration is designed and assessed analytically.
Figure (28) shows the view of the assessed models.
Table (8) shows the specification of models; all
bolts are from the A490 type.

Beams and column sections are based on
Table (3). In Table (8):
- t1 and t2 are the thickness of PL1 and PL2,

respectively. d1 and d2 are shown in Figure (25).
- N is the number of bolts in the radius R from the

center of plates.
- Tb is the pretension load of each bolt, and µ is the

considered friction coefficient. The actual amount
for µ is 0.4 [12].

5. Results

As expected, in all models, the Normal forces on

Figure 27. The Connection free diagram and the panel zone in
the new proposed rigid-welded connection.

Table 8. The specifications of friction models with the new configuration.

Figure 28. New proposed friction connection with the finite element mesh.

both sides of the connections are the same. These
forces match with the calculations based on the
multiplication of the number of bolts to their pre-
tension load.

Figure (29) shows the developed moment
between connection plates due to the friction per-
formance of pretension bolts for the right side of
connections for a cyclic analysis up to drift 4%.
The whole connection moment capacity can be
calculated based on the summation of connection
moments at both sides.

The stable hysteresis responses of the connec-
tions say that the friction works perfectly. As long as
the design moment is constant, change in   and   have
no effects on the results, which means that there is
no unexpected source of moment capacity in the
connection; Figure (30) also confirms this subject.
The whole moment capacities of the connections are
compared with the moment based on the reaction
forces of beams in Figure (30). Based on Figure (30),
it can be concluded that, along the entire beam, the
moment is less than in connections. Since the
connection moment capacity is less than the plastic
moment of beams, the beams will stay elastic in all
models.

Figure (31) shows the base shear results for all
friction models:

After initiating the slippage, the amount of base
shear is constant, and no plastic behavior is seen in
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Figure 29. The connection moment for all models for a cyclic displacement applied up to 4% drift.

Figure 30. The comparison between connection moment capacity and the beam moment in all models for a cyclic displacement
applied up to 4% drift.

Figure 31. The comparison of base shear-drift results for models 1 and 2 for a cyclic displacement applied up to 4% drift.
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Figure 32. Normalized dissipated energy of models based on
the corresponding welded connections.

structural elements. This behavior continues until
the amount of occurred slippage reaches to the
maximum allowed amount based on the size of holes.
To avoid this contact, using long slotted holes and
providing enough space for the slip is necessary.

For pushover analysis up to 4% drift, the
maximum difference between the bolt's slippage
amount with each other and with the theoretical
amount is less than 2%, which means that the
bolts reach the slip threshold simultaneously.

The amount of energy dissipation of models 1
and 3, introduced in Table (8), and one extra model;
a model with U1 beams, and β = 0.62, are compared
with the corresponding rigid-welded connections
based on the area of the hysteresis curves. The
results show that by increasing the amount of β, the
energy dissipation amount increases (Figure 32).

6. Conclusion

v In models with the current detail of connection in
moment frames with continuous beams:
- The effect of beam stiffness (size) in com-

parison with R-Plate's is vital in determining
the amount of occurred slip versus expected.
slip In group 2, the beams are stiffer, so the slip
occurs sooner, and its amount is nearer to the
expected amount. By increasing the R-Plates'
stiffness (thickness), the occurred slip is reduced.
In other words, a minimum stiffness is needed
for a beam to be able to move R-Plate on a col
umn flange. On the other hand, a minimum
stiffness is needed for R-Plate to provide enough
stiffness for connection to improve the force
level of connection to the slip threshold force.

Figure 33. Base shear-drift response for model 1 with friction-
slip connection and rigid-welded connection.

Moreover, the point is that none of these
minimums and their effects are mentioned in
the design procedure.

- Unlike group2, in group 1, by increasing the R-
Plate thickness, no considerable change is
observed in the Normal force, and also the
occurred slippage is small. These observations
lead to an assumption that the Normal force is
almost constant because the behavior of these
connections is so close to rigid connections. The
similarity between base shear- drift responses
of model 1 with friction and rigid welded
connections confirm the above assumption
(Figure 33).

- Inequality of the connection moment with
beams and column moment say that there is
another parameter in providing the connection
moment capacity; the results show that the out
of plane action of R-Plates is affective in this
extra capacity of the connection. By increasing
the R-Plate thickness, the portion of this com-
ponent will increase. α in Table (6) refers to
this effect.

v In models with the new proposed configuration
of connection (in moment frames with continuous
beams):
- The new proposed configuration with the
rigid-welded connection works similar to a rigid
connection with the existing detail.

- The results show that an assumption of simult-
aneous slippage of bolts is acceptable with an
approximation of less than 2%.

- After initiating the slippage in friction con-
nections with the new proposed configuration,
the base shear and connection moment level
remains constant with an acceptable approxim-
ation, which means that the circular slippage
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works correctly and no plasticity will occur in
the structure. This behavior continues until the
bolts reach the holes edge and a locking occur,
which leads to an increase in the base shear
amount, and as a result of that, the plastic
behavior will be observed. Using long slotted
holes will prepare enough space for slippage
before locking.

- The results show that as long as the design
moment is constant, the change in pretension
load of bolts or the friction coefficient does not
change the connection performance.

- By increasing the "β" parameter, the energy
dissipation value increases.
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